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Description: Mobile Money in Emerging Markets is the second consecutive report from Berg Insight that gives first hand
insights into the latest developments on the mobile money and remittances markets.

This strategic research report from Berg Insight provides you with 160 pages of unique business intelligence
and expert commentary on which to base your business decisions.

This report will allow you to:

Profit from 30 new executive interviews with market leading companies.
Realize how mobile phones are being used for C2C financial transactions within and between countries.
Learn from valuable insights about successful mobile money deployments.
Understand the dynamics of existing mobile money ecosystems.
Identify the leading mobile money platform providers in emerging markets.
Review vendor market shares and competitive dynamics.
Benefit from updated regional market forecasts lasting until 2017.

This report answers the following questions:

- How can mobile technology be leveraged to reach the unbanked population?
- Which are the most important players to watch in the mobile money industry?
- What strategies have been adopted by mobile money service providers?
- What are the key challenges that mobile money service providers face?
- Which are the leading providers of mobile money platforms?
- What are the business opportunities for mobile operators in international money transfer?
- What is the potential market size for cross-border airtime transfers?
- How are financial institutions responding to the entry of mobile network operators in the financial services
industry?

Who Should buy this Report?

Mobile Money in Emerging Markets is the foremost source of information about the status, future trends
and technology developments on this market. Whether you are a bank, telecom vendor, mobile operator,
investor, consultant or application developer, you will gain valuable insights from our in-depth research.

About the Author
Lars Kurkinen is a Telecom Analyst with a Masters Degree in Strategic Management from the Aalto
University School of Science and Technology in Finland. He joined Berg Insight in 2010 and his areas of
expertise include mobile banking, mobile payments, mobile remittances and mHealth.
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